Autotransplantation donor tooth site harvesting using piezosurgery
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Background: The harvesting of a tooth as a candidate for tooth autotransplantation requires that the delicate dental tissues around the tooth be minimally traumatized. This is especially so for the periradicular tissues of the tooth root and the follicular tissues surrounding the crown. The aim of this report is to describe the use of piezosurgery as an attempt at morbidity reduction in the harvesting of teeth for autotransplantation. Methods: A piezosurgical handpiece and its selection of tips were easily adapted to allow the harvesting and delivery of teeth for autotransplantation purposes. Results: Twenty premolar teeth were harvested using a piezosurgical device. The harvested teeth were subsequently successfully autotransplanted. All twenty teeth healed in a satisfactory manner without excessive mobility or ankyloses. Conclusions: Piezosurgery avoids some of the traumatic aspects of harvesting teeth and removing bone which are associated with thermal damage from the use of conventional rotary instruments or saws. Piezosurgery can be adapted to facilitate the predictable harvesting of teeth for autotransplantation purposes.
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INTRODUCTION

To ensure that a harvested tooth remains a viable candidate for tooth autotransplantation, the delicate stem cell containing dental tissues which surround the developing tooth must be minimally traumatized. This includes the still developing periradicular and pericoronal tissues of the harvested tooth. Piezosurgery has been reported to generate far less heat than conventional surgical instruments such as rotary drills or saws of varying types. Piezosurgery has been successfully applied and adapted to routine intraoral use in many surgical procedures performed by maxillofacial surgeons. These piezosurgical procedures include surgical tooth removals in close proximity to vital structures such as nerves and vessels, sinus floor elevation procedures, cranial and maxillofacial osteotomies, and harvesting autogenous bone grafts from the iliac crest with the goal of reducing morbidity at the donor site.

Potential candidate autotransplant donor teeth are often severely ectopically positioned and may require a considerable amount of potentially heat generating alveolar bone drilling to allow the removal or delivery of the tooth. Piezosurgery is known to minimize local heat production when compared to conventional surgical devices such as rotary drills, reciprocating, or oscillating saws for example. This study aimed to adapt piezosurgery to the donor site harvesting of unerupted permanent premolar teeth for autotransplantation purposes in the jaws.
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METHODS

This pilot study population consisted of twenty permanent maxillary or mandibular premolar teeth which were morphologically sound, with sufficient crown and root development, with intact dental follicles. These teeth were designated as potential candidate teeth for autotransplantation by a team of multidisciplinary surgical, orthodontic and pediatric dental consultants.

The principles of harvesting of the autotransplanted donor tooth began with the removal of the overlying deciduous tooth to allow access to the donor tooth. The alveolar bone surrounding the intact dental follicle of the autotransplanted donor tooth was removed using a piezosurgical device with copious irrigation. Bone removal was complete once sufficient alveolar bone had been removed from the pericoronal region of each unerupted autotransplant donor tooth [Figure 1] to allow atraumatic delivery of the tooth with its intact dental follicle [Figure 2] and intact apical papilla tissues [Figure 3]. The donor teeth were mobilized, delivered, and then left in their native alveolar sockets until the moment that their recipient sites were ready to receive them. The autotransplanted teeth were handled only at their coronal aspects by exclusively lightly handling the tooth with forceps occlusal to the cementoenamel junction. The peri-radicular tissues were preferably not handled with forceps, and the tissues of the developing apical papilla were always left untouched. This was especially important to avoid damage to the periodontium of the donor teeth which was considered to be an essential requirement for postoperative wound healing of the donor tooth at the recipient site.

The postoperative progress of the transplanted teeth was followed clinically and radiographically over the next 12 months [Figure 4].

RESULTS

All twenty transplanted teeth were delivered with their follicles and apical papilla tissues intact. The transplanted teeth healed in a satisfactory manner without either excessive mobility or ankylosis. Although the root lengths were variable, all twenty teeth were morphologically intact and clinically sound.

DISCUSSION

Tooth autotransplantation is dependent on the atraumatic harvesting of donor teeth. The developing dental tissues require gentle manipulation with a minimum of thermal damage due to excessive heat production at the time of tooth harvesting.

Figure 1: Piezo-surgical tip removing bone near the coronal aspect of donor tooth 14 which is being harvested for autotransplantation purposes

Figure 2: Peri-coronal bone removal using a piezo-surgical handpiece with an intact follicle surrounding the crown of tooth 14

Figure 3: Tooth harvested for autotransplantation showing intact peri-radicular and apical papilla tissues

Figure 4: Periapical radiographs taken 18 months following successful autotransplantation of premolar teeth moved from site 14 to 45 and from site 24 to site 35
Piezosurgery, which relies on ultrasound bone cutting, is associated with less thermal trauma to bone and its surrounding tissues when compared to traditional or conventional surgical techniques which rely on the use of rotating drills and a variety of saws. The fact that piezo-surgical instrumentation has no sharp edges, unlike conventional drills and saws, makes piezosurgery inherently safer. Piezosurgery uses copious irrigation to cool the ultrasonic tip which gently cuts the bone. The copious irrigation makes visualization easier than with conventional instrumentation.

CONCLUSIONS

Piezosurgical harvesting of donor autotransplant teeth results in the atraumatic preparation of a transplantable dental unit which is capable of becoming a functional autotransplanted tooth at its new alveolar recipient site.
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